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ABOUT THE BOOKThis book is a collection of thirty-one daily lectures that were shared by
Shaykh Muhammad Dawood Milanzi of Falaq Islamic Community (Dawn Park, South Africa)
during Ramadan 1441/2020 focusing on the inward meanings of Ramadan. The talks cover a
wide range of topics including “The Three Levels of Fasting,” “Penetrating the Meanings of the
Qur’an,” “Salaah as a Personal Mi’raaj,” “The Meaning and Virtues of Patience,” “Methods of
Practising Gratitude” and “Extending the Lessons of Ramadan to the Rest of the Year,” among
others. In the lectures, Shaykh Milanzi draws from the primary sources of Islam, the Qur’an and
the Sunnah and Sayings of Prophet Muhammad (SAW), as well as the writings of various
illustrious Shuyukh including Imaam Al Ghazali (RA) in his Ihyaa’ ‘Ulum Ad Deen, Imaam Al
Qushayri (RA) in The Risala, Qaadi ‘Iyad (RA) in Ash Shifaa’, Shaykh Ahmad Tijani (RA) as
quoted in Jawahir Al Ma’aani, and of Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse (RA) in the Kashful Ilbaas and his
Tafseer of the Holy Qur’an. He also incorporates lessons gained from years of Suh’bah
(Companionship) with various Shuyukh, notably Shaykh Ibrahim “Baye” Haiba (HA).The series
of lectures were delivered via audio recording at the height of the 2020 Covid-19 global
pandemic and the subsequent lockdown [a widely-used term for the international travel,
movement, and curfew restrictions put into place in response to the pandemic]. This collection
contains practical and timely advice for modern Muslims while relying on classical sources that
remain eternally relevant. With a focus on deepening the spiritual experience of Ramadan, this
book seeks to get to the heart of the meaning of the Month of Fasting. The Meaning of Ramadan
is your daily Ramadan companion and an invaluable life-long resource on traversing the inner
dimensions of Islam.ABOUT THE AUTHORShaykh Muhammad Dawood Milanzi was born in
Tembisa, South Africa. He is a Hafizh of Quran and holds a BSc degree in Computer Science
from the University of Cape Town. Through the Grace of Allah, he also holds a number of Ijazaat
(authorizations) in the sciences of Shariah and Tasawwuf from a variety of distinguished
Masha’ikh including Shaykh Ibrahim Haiba (Mauritania), Shaykh Muhammad Mahy Cisse
(Senegal), Mufti Dr. Shaykh Shoayb Ahmad (South Africa), and the late Dr. Shaykh Abu
Mahmood Muhammad Shakoor Al Mayaadiniy (Jordan via Syria). He has also attended several
illustrious Madaaris and has given lectures on a variety of Islamic topics to various conferences
and gatherings including the Harvard University Divinity School Islam in Africa Initiative
Conference of 2021. He lectures at the Kawthar Centre, an institute offering post-graduate
Islamic Studies courses for graduates of Islamic institutions.Islamic community development is
Shaykh Muhammad’s driving passion and he serves as the Imam of Falaq Islamic Community in
Dawn Park, South Africa, where he runs a variety of spiritual, educational, and outreach
activities. He is a Muqaddam of the Tariqah Tijaniyyah and serves as the President of the
Gauteng Fayda Tijani in which capacity he leads dhikr circles on behalf of Shaykh Haiba.
Shaykh Muhammad serves as Deputy President of the Mohammed VI Foundation of African
Oulema South Africa, which strives to revive traditional Islamic interpretations and promote



peace through the collaboration of Islamic scholars throughout Africa. His life’s work is the
development of healthy, sustainable, and model Islamic community life. Shaykh Muhammad
resides in Dawn Park, South Africa with his wife and their three children.

"The volume as a whole provides a welcome corrective to increasingly frequent rhetoric that
pathologises young Muslims as either a threat to national security or a disgruntled underbelly of
delinquents, dropouts and deadbeats. It also challenges the stereotypical characterisation of a
monochrome British Muslim community inhabiting a rigid, static structure called Islam."- Riyaz
Timol, Cardiff University--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorSadek Hamid
is currently a British Academy Postdoctoral Research Fellow at Liverpool Hope University. He
has written widely about Islam in Britain, young Muslims and Islamic activism. He is author of
Sufis, Salafis and Islamists:The Contested Ground of British Islamic Activism (2016) and co-
editor of Youth Work and Islam: a Leap of Faith for Young People (2011).--This text refers to the
hardcover edition.
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“May Allah have Mercy on him/May Allah have Mercy on her.“RAA= Radiyallahu Anhum
Ajamaeen. An Honorific used for several Companions of the Prophet meaning “May Allah have
Mercy on them all.”HA= Hafizhahullah/Hafizhahallah, An honorific for living Erudite Scholars
meaning “May Allah Protect him/May Allah Protect her”Shaykh’s Introduction And
Acknowledgements Bismillahir-Rahmanir-Rahim Wa salaatu wa salaamu ala sayyidi mur-salin
wa ala alihi wa sah’bihi wa ba’d...With the Name of Allah the Universally Merciful, the Especially
Merciful. And Prayers and Peace on the Master of All Messengers (SAW) and on his Family and
Companions, and what follows…Alhamdulillah, in 2020, near the beginning of the international
“Lockdown” due to the Covid-19 global pandemic that brought the world to a standstill, I was
requested by members of my community to do regular online talks during Ramadan to keep the
community alive and to make the isolation that was imposed upon mankind more bearable. I felt
that there were already many people giving talks in the digital space advising the Muslims, so I
felt it would be redundant if I joined in. I also knew that there were many people who are far more
qualified than I am to give advices.However, as the brothers and sisters continued to push me to
give the talks, I gave in and decided to respond to the call. I contacted my Shaykh (Spiritual
Guide), Shaykh Ibrahim “Baye” Haiba (HA), for permission to do this, explaining to him the
request. After receiving his “Bismillah” and his usual prayer of “May the Holy Spirit be with you
and may Allah Support you with the same Support He afforded His Messenger (SAW), and
Protect you with the same Protection He guaranteed for Dhikr Al Hakim (The Authoritative
Reminder, one of the names of the Qur’an.)”I formulated a plan in my mind according to
whatever Allah opened up for me and, drawing from the permission of my Shaykh and his
Himma (Spiritual Aspiration). I decided to give a series of daily talks on topics surrounding the
month of Ramadan. I tried to approach this task in the manner I imagined the Prophet (SAW)
would have, looking into the most important aspects of his (SAW) teachings surrounding this
month, the various activities he engaged in and directed others to engage in during this month,



and the objectives of the month itself. It was important to me to focus on the inner meanings of
these topics, while encouraging listeners to seek the Fiqhi (Jurisprudential) knowledge of
Ramadan practices on other platforms. The meanings behind our rituals are what seem to be
missing from much of our Ibadaat (Forms of Worship), and I hoped to contribute to help fill that
gap. Now that the talks have been transcribed into book form, perhaps this information can be
shared and referenced offline as well and be of benefit to generations to come. My main
resource in the talks were the primary texts of Islam, the Qur’an and the Sunnah and Sayings of
Prophet Muhammad (SAW), as well as the writings of many Fudala’ (Distinguished) Shuyukh
and Ulamaa’ especially Imaam Al Ghazali (RA) in his Ihyaa’ ‘Ulum Ad Deen, Imaam Al Qushayri
(RA) in The Risala, Qaadi ‘Iyad (RA) in Ash Shifaa’, Shaykh Ahmad Tijani (RA) as quoted in the
Jawahir Al Ma’aani, and of Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse (RA) in the Kashful Ilbaas and his Tafseer of
the Holy Qur’an. I also incorporate the many lessons I have been fortunate to receive from my
Suh’bah (Companionship) with various Shuyukh, notably Shaykh Baye (HA).I would like to
acknowledge the support that I have received in all of these efforts from the following
people:Starting with my Shaykh, Shaykh Baye Haiba (HA) for his knowledge and guidance. He
has been a pillar in everything and made it possible for us to receive that which he received from
his Shaykh, Fadilatul Shaykh Hasan Cisse (RA), and likewise his Shaykh, Shaykh Al Islam
Ibrahim Niasse (RA) the Khalifah of our Master, Sayyiduna Shaykh Ahmad Tijani (RA), through
whom we have smelled the fragrance of the Master of Mankind, the Beloved of Allah, Prophet
Muhammad (SAW).I would like to thank Mufti Dr. Shaykh Shoayb Ahmad, from whom I learned
many Sacred Sciences in Shariah which have been invaluable to me.I would also like to
appreciate and thank my wife Ruqayyah who has shown dedication and support that allowed me
to complete this effort. My parents for their efforts and example in dedicating their lives to Islam.
My extended family for their consistent support. The brothers and sisters in the community who
assisted in digitizing the audios, who have encouraged me throughout the project, and who are
constantly supportive of the work of Islam. Special thanks to Sidi Faaiz Lekoloane for lending his
eyes to this project. And not forgetting my children who have sacrificed many hours of not being
with their father as I engage in community activities, Amatur-Rahman, Muhammad Al-Hasan,
and Faatimah Zahra. But I have high hope in Allah that they will appreciate this effort and
understand why I was absent in those moments.Whatever benefit is derived from this work is
mere projection from our Teachers and any mistakes are from us. And we ask Allah to pardon us
and to receive this humble effort.Shaykh Muhammad Dawood Milanzi (Author)Transcriber and
Editor’s NoteWith the Name of Allah, the Entirely Merciful, The Especially Merciful.A note on the
transcription and editing of this project:Direct quotes from Hadith and Qur’an are written in
italics. Other short direct quotes are indicated with quotation marks, while longer quotes that are
mixed with Shaykh’s commentary are usually written inline without quotation marks. All sources
are listed at the end of each talk for the sake of space and flow of reading as well as at the end
of the book. Words in parentheses ( ) indicate translations of non-English words and are only
translated in their first occurrence in the book. Words in square brackets [ ] indicate the



transcriber’s substantiative clarification or additional information added by the transcriber. Non-
English words are generally transliterated phonetically, but well-known names and words that
have been widely adopted into English follow the most generally used spellings (Allah, Islam,
Hadith, Ramadan, etc.).For length and clarity, the language in the lectures has sometimes been
condensed and simplified inline without brackets if the meaning is not substantively changed.
However, as these lectures were originally delivered verbally, Shaykh’s natural speech patterns
were transcribed as closely as possible with minimal grammatical editing in order to preserve
the style of the delivery.The original audio of these lectures can be found on the Falaq Islamic
Community You Tube Channel. May Allah (SWT) accept this humble effort and Overlook any
mistakes made. It is only through the Help and Grace of Allah (SWT) and the Spiritual Support of
The Beloved (SAW) and my other Teachers (RAA) that this project was completed. My deepest
appreciation to Shaykh for imparting this knowledge and all of his other immense positive
contributions to my life, and to my family, friends, and community for their encouragement,
assistance, and understanding as I worked on this project. I pray that it is of benefit to the
Ummah.May Allah (SWT) continue to bless us with the insights, leadership, and guidance of
Fadilatul Shaykh Muhammad and all of our Illuminated Shuyukh, may Allah be pleased with
them all.Ruqayyah K. Muhammad (Transcriber/Editor) OPENINGThis Opening Prayer
was read before each lecture.A’udhu Billaahi min Ash Shaytaanir RajeemBismillahir Rahmaanir
Raheem,Alhamdu lillaahi Rabbil ‘Aalameen,Ar Rahmaanir Raheem, Maaliki Yawmid Deen
Iyyaaka na’budu wa lyyaaka nasta’een, Ih’dinas Siraatal Mustaqeem, Siraatal ladheena an’amta
‘alayhim,ghayril maghdoobi ‘alayhim wa lad-daalleen.AmeenWith the Name of Allah the
Universally Merciful, The Especially Merciful,All Praise is due to Allah, Lord of The
Universes.The Universally Merciful, The Especially Merciful.Master of the Day of
Judgement.You (Alone) do we worship and You (Alone) do we ask for Help.Guide us along the
Straight Path.The Way of Those on whom you have bestowed Your Grace.Not (the way) of those
who have earned your Wrathor who have gone astray.Ameen.Allahumma Salli  alaa Sayyidinaa
MuḥammadinilFaatiḥi limaa Ughliqa wal Khaatimi limaaSabaqa Naaṣiril Haqqi bil Haqqiwal
Haadiy ilaa Siraaṭikal Mustaqeemiwa  alaa Aaliyhi Haqqa Qadrihi wa Miqdaarihil  Azheem.O
Allah, send Salutations upon our Master Muhammad,the Opener of what was closed, and the
Seal of what had preceded,the Helper of The Truth by The Truth,and the Guide to Your Straight
Path,and (may this Salutation be) upon his Family,according to his Measure and his Magnificent
Rank.Wa Radiyallahu Ashaabi rasoolillahi Salli Allahu Alayhi wa Alihi wa Sallam wa laa Hawla
wa laa Quwwata Ilaa Billaahil ‘Aliyil ‘Azheem.May Allah be Pleased with all the Companions of
the Messenger of Allah (may the Peace and Salutations of Allah be upon Him.)There is no
Power or might except by Allah the Most High the Great.Ya Himmatash Shaykh ‘uhduri lana bi
hadhal’Mahdari wal’ta’tifi biNazh’ratin ta’ti lana bizh ZhufariO the Himma (Spiritual Aspiration) of
the Shaykh, be present in this gathering, and turn to us with a glance that brings us victory! *(*A
phrase narrated by Sidi Ahmad Sukayrij Al Qaadi RA that Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse RA used to
recite.)



My main resource in the talks were the primary texts of Islam, the Qur’an and the Sunnah and
Sayings of Prophet Muhammad (SAW), as well as the writings of many Fudala’ (Distinguished)
Shuyukh and Ulamaa’ especially Imaam Al Ghazali (RA) in his Ihyaa’ ‘Ulum Ad Deen, Imaam Al
Qushayri (RA) in The Risala, Qaadi ‘Iyad (RA) in Ash Shifaa’, Shaykh Ahmad Tijani (RA) as
quoted in the Jawahir Al Ma’aani, and of Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse (RA) in the Kashful Ilbaas and
his Tafseer of the Holy Qur’an. I also incorporate the many lessons I have been fortunate to
receive from my Suh’bah (Companionship) with various Shuyukh, notably Shaykh Baye (HA).I
would like to acknowledge the support that I have received in all of these efforts from the
following people:Starting with my Shaykh, Shaykh Baye Haiba (HA) for his knowledge and
guidance. He has been a pillar in everything and made it possible for us to receive that which he
received from his Shaykh, Fadilatul Shaykh Hasan Cisse (RA), and likewise his Shaykh, Shaykh
Al Islam Ibrahim Niasse (RA) the Khalifah of our Master, Sayyiduna Shaykh Ahmad Tijani (RA),
through whom we have smelled the fragrance of the Master of Mankind, the Beloved of Allah,
Prophet Muhammad (SAW).I would like to thank Mufti Dr. Shaykh Shoayb Ahmad, from whom I
learned many Sacred Sciences in Shariah which have been invaluable to me.I would also like to
appreciate and thank my wife Ruqayyah who has shown dedication and support that allowed me
to complete this effort. My parents for their efforts and example in dedicating their lives to Islam.
My extended family for their consistent support. The brothers and sisters in the community who
assisted in digitizing the audios, who have encouraged me throughout the project, and who are
constantly supportive of the work of Islam. Special thanks to Sidi Faaiz Lekoloane for lending his
eyes to this project. And not forgetting my children who have sacrificed many hours of not being
with their father as I engage in community activities, Amatur-Rahman, Muhammad Al-Hasan,
and Faatimah Zahra. But I have high hope in Allah that they will appreciate this effort and
understand why I was absent in those moments.Whatever benefit is derived from this work is
mere projection from our Teachers and any mistakes are from us. And we ask Allah to pardon us
and to receive this humble effort.Shaykh Muhammad Dawood Milanzi (Author)Transcriber and
Editor’s NoteWith the Name of Allah, the Entirely Merciful, The Especially Merciful.A note on the
transcription and editing of this project:Direct quotes from Hadith and Qur’an are written in
italics. Other short direct quotes are indicated with quotation marks, while longer quotes that are
mixed with Shaykh’s commentary are usually written inline without quotation marks. All sources
are listed at the end of each talk for the sake of space and flow of reading as well as at the end
of the book. Words in parentheses ( ) indicate translations of non-English words and are only
translated in their first occurrence in the book. Words in square brackets [ ] indicate the
transcriber’s substantiative clarification or additional information added by the transcriber. Non-
English words are generally transliterated phonetically, but well-known names and words that
have been widely adopted into English follow the most generally used spellings (Allah, Islam,
Hadith, Ramadan, etc.).For length and clarity, the language in the lectures has sometimes been
condensed and simplified inline without brackets if the meaning is not substantively changed.
However, as these lectures were originally delivered verbally, Shaykh’s natural speech patterns



were transcribed as closely as possible with minimal grammatical editing in order to preserve
the style of the delivery.The original audio of these lectures can be found on the Falaq Islamic
Community You Tube Channel. May Allah (SWT) accept this humble effort and Overlook any
mistakes made. It is only through the Help and Grace of Allah (SWT) and the Spiritual Support of
The Beloved (SAW) and my other Teachers (RAA) that this project was completed. My deepest
appreciation to Shaykh for imparting this knowledge and all of his other immense positive
contributions to my life, and to my family, friends, and community for their encouragement,
assistance, and understanding as I worked on this project. I pray that it is of benefit to the
Ummah.May Allah (SWT) continue to bless us with the insights, leadership, and guidance of
Fadilatul Shaykh Muhammad and all of our Illuminated Shuyukh, may Allah be pleased with
them all.Ruqayyah K. Muhammad (Transcriber/Editor) OPENINGThis Opening Prayer
was read before each lecture.A’udhu Billaahi min Ash Shaytaanir RajeemBismillahir Rahmaanir
Raheem,Alhamdu lillaahi Rabbil ‘Aalameen,Ar Rahmaanir Raheem, Maaliki Yawmid Deen
Iyyaaka na’budu wa lyyaaka nasta’een, Ih’dinas Siraatal Mustaqeem, Siraatal ladheena an’amta
‘alayhim,ghayril maghdoobi ‘alayhim wa lad-daalleen.AmeenWith the Name of Allah the
Universally Merciful, The Especially Merciful,All Praise is due to Allah, Lord of The
Universes.The Universally Merciful, The Especially Merciful.Master of the Day of
Judgement.You (Alone) do we worship and You (Alone) do we ask for Help.Guide us along the
Straight Path.The Way of Those on whom you have bestowed Your Grace.Not (the way) of those
who have earned your Wrathor who have gone astray.Ameen.Allahumma Salli  alaa Sayyidinaa
MuḥammadinilFaatiḥi limaa Ughliqa wal Khaatimi limaaSabaqa Naaṣiril Haqqi bil Haqqiwal
Haadiy ilaa Siraaṭikal Mustaqeemiwa  alaa Aaliyhi Haqqa Qadrihi wa Miqdaarihil  Azheem.O
Allah, send Salutations upon our Master Muhammad,the Opener of what was closed, and the
Seal of what had preceded,the Helper of The Truth by The Truth,and the Guide to Your Straight
Path,and (may this Salutation be) upon his Family,according to his Measure and his Magnificent
Rank.Wa Radiyallahu Ashaabi rasoolillahi Salli Allahu Alayhi wa Alihi wa Sallam wa laa Hawla
wa laa Quwwata Ilaa Billaahil ‘Aliyil ‘Azheem.May Allah be Pleased with all the Companions of
the Messenger of Allah (may the Peace and Salutations of Allah be upon Him.)There is no
Power or might except by Allah the Most High the Great.Ya Himmatash Shaykh ‘uhduri lana bi
hadhal’Mahdari wal’ta’tifi biNazh’ratin ta’ti lana bizh ZhufariO the Himma (Spiritual Aspiration) of
the Shaykh, be present in this gathering, and turn to us with a glance that brings us victory! *(*A
phrase narrated by Sidi Ahmad Sukayrij Al Qaadi RA that Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse RA used to
recite.)PRE-RAMADAN NASIHA (advice)Shaykh Muhammad’s pre-Ramadan message. He
discusses the Prophet’s (SAW) Ramadan advice from his (SAW) last day of Sha’baan Khutbah
and he reflects on our response as Muslims to the Covid-19 crisis.(Opening Du’a)I greet all of
you with the best greeting, As Salaamu ‘Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi Ta’aala wa Barakaatuh.I know
that it has been a while since we’ve been experiencing the lockdown [a term for the national and
international travel, movement, and curfew restrictions in response to the 2020 Covid-19 global
pandemic], and we have not been able to get in touch, all of us together as a Jama’ah



(Congregation). However, I have been talking individually with most of you. We’ve been touching
base and we’ve been speaking a lot about what this [period of time] might mean. And now, the
month of Ramadan has dawned upon us. As the Messenger of Allah (SAW) once mentioned in a
very long Hadith (Prophetic Narration), where he addressed the Sahaabah (Companions of the
Prophet) (RAA) on the last day of Sha’baan (the Islamic Hijri Calendar month directly before
Ramadan), as tonight as I’m speaking to you it is also the last night of Sha’baan for this year.In a
Hadith collected by Imaam Ibn Khuzaymah (RA) in his Sahih and narrated by Salmaan Al Farsi
(RA), the Prophet (SAW) said in a Khutbah (Formal Address including Praising Allah SWT and
Professing the Oneness of Allah) style address on the last day of Sha’baan:Oh People, a Great
Month has cast its shadow upon you…The use of the term “shadow” in this Hadith indicates that
something is close to you, as when something is drawing near to you, you notice it by first
witnessing the shadow of that thing. So now, its use in this Hadith which was spoken on the last
day of Sha’baan means that Ramadan is very close upon us, so close that its shadow is now
upon us. And it’s a month that is a great month because of the measure and grandeur of the
month itself. As the Prophet (SAW) called it elsewhere in a Hadith,The month of Ramadan is the
“Sayyid Ash Shuhur, The Leader of all the Months. (Musnad Al Bazzaar)The Prophet (SAW)
carried on in the Hadith narrated by Sayyid Al Farsi (RA) [Sayyid/Sidi/Sayyidi/Sayyiduna/
Sayyidah/Sayyidatuna are titles of respect meaning Master/Master/My Master/Our Master/
(Female) Master/Our (Female) Master]:…It is Shahrun Mubarakun (A month that is Blessed)…
Because the month of Ramadan comes with a lot of Blessings. The ones who have experienced
it can Witness and attest to that, they will know the measure of this month and how great it is.
The Prophet (SAW) continued that it is a month in which there is a very great night in it:…A
month in which there is a night that is better than a thousand months…Meaning, while you are
still looking at the fact that the month of Ramadan is a great month, understand that in this very
month, as great a month as it is, in it is a night that is even better than one thousand months. He
(SAW) said:…So, Allah has made the Fasting of this month a Faridah (Complete and Absolute
Obligatory Duty) upon everyone. And establishing the night standing (in Prayer) in this month as
an Tatawua’n (Optional Duty, also called Naafilah) that you would do for Allah. Whoever comes
and Approaches Allah in this month by a handful of a few [optional] Good Deeds, it is as if he
has established a Faridah…Meaning there is no excuse whatsoever, everybody is required to
Fast on this month. A Faridah is something that is obligatory on a person. On Yawm Al Qiyaamah
(The Day of Judgement, literally “The Day of Standing”) when a person’s scales are checked
and it is found that something of Faridah is missing, Allah (SWT) will look at the person’s
optional things that they used to do and will replace a number of his or her optional Good Deeds
in place of that one Faridah that is missing. So, in this month, to do one optional Good Deed, it is
as if you have actually fulfilled a Faridah. So, Ramadan is a great month to do many optional
Good Deeds so that, Insha Allah, Allah accepts them. And may Allah make us benefit from all
these Good Deeds at the time when we will need it. But we also ask Him to make us benefit
through His Mercy, not through our actions.Then the Prophet (SAW) continues, he said:…



Whoever performs one action that is obligatory on him [in Ramadan], it is as if he has completed
seventy obligatory actions in a month that is other than it…So, this is the scale that Allah
chooses to bless us in this month. And that is why the Prophet (SAW) began this Khutbah by
saying that it is Shahrun Mubarakun, it is a very Blessed Month. Because the word Mubarakun,
also holds the meaning of “an increase,” meaning if you do something, Allah increases you
multifold with it. Then the Prophet (SAW) said:…It is the month of Sabr (Patience), and know that
Patience—the reward of it is nothing but Jannah (Paradise)…Why does the Prophet (SAW)
speak about the month of Ramadan as the month of Patience? Because during the day, you
Fast. You have Patience by not eating, or drinking, or following any passion. You avoid intimate
relations with your partner. Now, during the day, you feel the hunger, you feel the thirst, and you
don’t enjoy all of the nice things you would like to enjoy. So, you become Patient over it and wait
until the time for breaking the Fast comes. Then also in the night, Rasulullah (the Messenger of
Allah) (SAW) said, this is the month of Patience because in this month you must be Patient with
Allah by Standing up in Salaah (Prayer). Because the Prophet (SAW) said the establishment of
the optional Prayer in the night is something that Allah Loves dearly.This is what you would call
in isiZulu “Umlindelo,” when the people gather and spend the night vigil in anticipation of
something of value. The word that is used, refers to spending the night in some form of activity.
So, you don’t just spend the night without doing anything, in this case it is to establish the
Salaah. Sometimes you feel like you want to sleep, but you force yourself not to sleep. You
exercise Patience. Rasulullah (SAW) says it is the Month of Patience and the reward for Patience
is nothing but Jannah. Because Allah recognises that you force yourself in the night, instead of
sleeping, in isiZulu “Uyalindela,” you observe night vigil in Praying to Him. So, we hope Allah
gives us the chance to remove all of our laziness and gives us the strength to Stand up in the
night even when we are tired. No matter how tired we are, that we try our best to Stand up in
Prayer and be Patient with Allah in this. Then Rasulullah (SAW) said:…It is a month of
Muwaasaat…Now what is Muwaasaat? Muwaasaat means that it is a Month of Sharing
Generously. You’re Sharing your livelihood with others. You’re Sharing your sustenance,
whatever Allah gives you, with others. You Share everything that you have with others. This is
very encouraged in this month. Then the Prophet (SAW) said:…It is a month in which the
sustenance of a Believer is increased tremendously in it…Whether the person is a poor person
or a rich person, this is something that is experienced all over the world in every era. In the
month of Ramadan, all sustenance of the Mu’mins (Believers) always increases. Even the poor
people always get something. Even the rich people get some things. And this sustenance is not
only the sustenance of material possessions, be it in the form of gifts, or Sadaqah (Optional
Charity) that one receives, or increase in one’s wealth. It is for this reason many people even
give Zakaat (Obligatory Charity) in this month to the poor people. A majority of Muslims
throughout the ages have always been choosing the month of Ramadan to mark their cycle for
giving Zakaat. Many people become generous in this month and give out a lot, so many people’s
Rizq (Sustenance) increases.However, this Rizq and Increase is not just material. Also, the



spiritual, because it is a month in which we read a lot of Qur’an. It is a month in which we
increase our reading of the Dhikr (Remembrance of Allah), increase our Adhkaar (plural of
Dhikr). Because of this, our Tadabbur (Reflection) upon the Aayahs (Verses of the Qur’an,
literally “Signs”) of the Qur’an and those Adhkaar that we read, the Rizq of understanding these
also descend on this month.Shaykh Ibrahim (RA) [Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse of Senegal] has
mentioned in one of his letters (SOURCE 1) that he encourages all of the disciples [of the
Tariqah Tijaniyyah, a spiritual Path within Islam, of which Shaykh Ibrahim (RA) was a leading
Shaykh] to spend time to discuss about the Lights of the Knowledge that is received in the
Tariqah through Contemplation and to discuss the Secrets of what is acquired through the
process of Tarbiyyah, which is an exercise that a disciple is taken through in order to receive
spiritual and Experiential Knowledge of Allah that enhances one’s understanding of the Deen
(Religion), of the Qur’an, and of the Sunnah (Way of Life) of the Prophet (SAW), and all of the
related matters. And to find the Secret and the meaning behind things in general as well as
specifically with regards to Qur’an and the Sunnah of the Prophet (SAW).We pray that Allah
(SWT) gives us the opportunity to use this time in Ramadan to Reflect Deeply on what we read
from the Qur’an from cover to cover. Not to just read for the sake of completing the reading, in
order for it to be said “Masha Allah, we have completed the Khatm (Complete Reading of the
Qur’an).” No, make it a personal Journey and be alone with Allah.Next the Prophet (SAW) said:…
Whoever gives somebody who was Fasting something to break the Fast with, that will be a
cause for a person to be Forgiven his sins, and also it will be a cause for him to be freed from the
Hell Fire…Everybody wants to be Forgiven and Protected from the torments of the Hell Fire, we
want by all means for Allah to Save us, and this is an easy way to achieve this.Then Rasulullah
(SAW) said:…When he gets this reward of Forgiveness and Freedom, he will also have the
reward of the person who was Fasting, without anything being removed from the Fasting
person…While he (SAW) was saying this, Salmaan Al Farsi (RA) said:…We said: ‘Oh
Rasulullah, not all of us can always find what we can use to give somebody to break their Fast
with’…Rasulullah (SAW) said:…Allah will give this reward to anyone who gives somebody
something to break their Fast, even if it is a taste of Labn (a drink that is made of milk mixed with
a little water), or even if it is one date, or even if it is sip of water…So, in other words, Rasulullah
(SAW) is telling us that there is no excuse for anybody, because these three things are very easy
to find, everybody must have them at least. Especially water. Or even a date. Or even milk. Even
if you mix the milk with water which is a special type of drink. Now the narrator of this Hadith
says that the reason that Rasulullah (SAW) begins with the Labn is because there are two of the
great Ni’mahs (Favours) of Allah included in it, water and milk. That’s why Rasulullah (SAW)
prefers it and then says that, if you don’t have it, then at least a date. And if you don’t have a date
then at least water, because water is something that everybody needs. That is why in Ramadan
most people have more thirst in them than hunger. So, when you give someone water it is
better.Then Rasulullah (SAW) carries on:…Whoever satiates the thirst of a person, Allah will
give him a drink from my Hawd (Pond), a drink that when he drinks from it, he will never become



thirsty until he enters Paradise…Rasulullah (SAW) encourages us to try to do good to each
other by giving each other some things to break our Fast with, or to look out for those people
who might not even have anything to break their Fast with in order to make it easy for them to
observe this Ramadan. Because Rasulullah (SAW), when he opened the Khutbah, he said this
is a month in which Allah has made Fard (Compulsory) the Fasting of it by day. When you are
practising teamwork with other members of a team, you always try to look out for each other in
order to win as a team. Now if you want the next person who is a Believer to also win in this
month of Ramadan, you should try by all means to help them by giving them something so they
can at least break their Fast, so that it is made easy for them to complete this month so that they
don’t lose out on this month. So, the Rasulullah (SAW) mentions all of these things in order to
encourage us to help one another because as he (SAW) said elsewhere that the Ummah
(Community) is One:The Believers are like a building structure; they all support each
other.” (Sahih Al Bukhari)So, if you destabilize one part of the structure, the whole of the
Believers will be destabilized. So, we should try to support each other all the time, not only in the
month of Ramadan. Remember, the month of Ramadan is a month of training on how to become
a real true Believer. I know Shaykh Baye (HA) [Shaykh Ibrahim Haiba of Mauritania,
affectionately known as Shaykh Baye, the great-grandson of Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse (RA) and a
leading Shaykh of the Tariqah Tijaniyyah] always used to say, “Ramadan is just a way for us as
Believers to see and taste how Rasulullah’s (SAW) normal days outside of Ramadan used to
be.” So, Rasulullah (SAW) is like a father to us, as all of us are like his children. So, he’s giving us
a fatherly advice as members of the same family to see how we should observe the month.And
then Rasulullah (SAW) further says in the Hadith of the last day of Sha’baan that it is:…A month
in which the first of it is Rahmah (Mercy), and the middle of it is Maghfirah (Forgiveness), and the
last of it is Freedom from the Hell Fire…. The Ulamaa’ (Scholars, plural form of ‘Aalim) have
explained this Hadith. Mullah ‘Ali Qaari (RA), in his commentary of this Hadith that he mentioned
in his book Mirqaat Al Mafaatih (SOURCE 2), said the reason that Rasulullah (SAW) mentions
that the Rahmah is the first part of it, is that Allah does not wait for the whole Ramadan to finish
before He gives you His Rahmah, His Maghfirah, as well as Freedom from the Hell Fire. The
benefits of Ramadan start descending even as the Ramadan starts to descend. The first of
which is Mercy, which in this case is looked at as Allah showering His Mercy on us that gives us
the ability to actually Fast by day and the ability to Stand up in Prayer by night. It is only out of
Mercy from Allah that we find ourselves able to do this. If it wasn’t for the Mercy of Allah, then we
wouldn’t find ourselves able to observe and fulfil this month of Ramadan. And this fact is very
visible on Yawm Al Qiyaamah when the Believers see themselves in Paradise. Allah, in Surah
(Chapter of the Qur’an) Al A’raaf says they will say:All Praise is due to Allah, the One who guided
us to this. We would never have been guided had not Allah guided us. (Qur’an 7:43)So, the
beginning of the month of Ramadan being Mercy means that this Mercy is actually causing us to
actually Fast and Stand up. And when we Fast and Stand up, then Allah follows it with
Forgiveness. He says “Okay, then I Forgive you for all your actions, for all you did in the past, I



Overlook it for you.” And that’s why Rasulullah (SAW) said that the middle of it is Maghfirah,
Forgiveness. Now, what happens once you are Forgiven? When you are Forgiven, a person who
was destined to go to the Hell Fire is Freed from that, and that’s why the last part of Ramadan is
referred to as Freedom from the Hell Fire.And this is the Hikmah (Wisdom) of Rasulullah (SAW)
in mentioning these three categories of the reward of observing and fulfilling the month of
Ramadan. So, one doesn’t just get Freed from the Hell Fire, he needs to be Forgiven. One also
doesn’t just get to be Forgiven; you need to do something that will cause Allah to Forgive you.
And also, even with that, you need Mercy from Allah. May Allah shower upon all of us that Mercy
which comes with the month of Ramadan. May Allah shower this Mercy upon all the Believers
and even all the people who are not yet Muslims, because all the people who are not yet
Muslims are also still part of this Ummah. They are Ummah Ad Da’wah, the Ummah that has not
yet responded to the call of Rasulullah (SAW). All of us have an obligation to reach out this
message, the Prophetic message, to every single one of them. Because, remember, Rasulullah
(SAW) said: “I leave behind with you two things, the Qur’an and my Sunnah, in another
Riwaayah (Narration) he (SAW) said “The Qur’an and my Family. So, whoever holds onto these
two things, then they will never be astray. So, we ask Allah to always keep us in the Way of
Rasulullah (SAW).Then Rasulullah (SAW) concludes the Hadith and said:…Whomsoever has
someone under them and you make it light for them in this month, then Allah will Forgive you and
He will free you from Hell Fire. (Sahih ibn Khuzaymah, Sahih Al Bayhaqi, and others)Meaning if
somebody is working for you, you make their work light for them, so they can continue to
observe the month with ease. So, you don’t give them too much work, but you also don’t reduce
their payment, then Allah will grant you Forgiveness and Freedom. So, this is what Rasulullah
(SAW) mentioned in this Hadith.Now, this Hadith was narrated by Imaam ibn Khuzaymah (RA)
and others including Imaam Al Bayhaqi (RA). So, we ask Allah (SWT) that, whatever Intention
Rasulullah (SAW) had as he was addressing the Sahaabah (RAA) on the last day of Sha’baan,
we ask Allah with that same Intention to also grant us the understanding of this Hadith and the
desire that Rasulullah (SAW) had wanted for us to observe and see through the month of
Ramadan. May Allah make our Ramadan like the Ramadan of Rasulullah (SAW).So, I do want to
mention just one or two things with regards to the time that we find ourselves in. Like I said in the
beginning, many of you have been talking to us regularly individually, but we never got the
chance to really think and discuss as a group about what is happening. So, I always used to
remind those that I have been talking to about this that this period is like a reset button. You
know, Allah (SWT) is giving us an opportunity to come back to Him because we have been so
busy being away from Him and being busy with our own things without caring for one another,
without doing what Allah is expecting us to do.Sometimes Allah brings times like this in order for
us to come back to our senses and to return back to Him. Inna lillahi wa inna ilayhi raji’un, from
Him we come and also to Him is our return. Allah (SWT) said in the Holy Qur’an:Allah is the One
that contracts and expands, and unto Him all of you are returning back. (Qur’an 2:245)Qabd
(Contraction) and Bast (Expansion). These are the two Divine Attributes that Allah speaks about



in this Aayah and they work together. If one is experiencing the Attribute of Allah of Qabd,
meaning Contraction, then there’s nothing anyone can do. You just have to Submit a complete
Submission and let Allah have His way and enforce what He wants to enforce. That’s why Allah
says in the Holy Qur’an:You can never will except as what Allah Wills. Indeed, Allah is full of
Wisdom and He has Absolute Knowledge. (Qur’an 76:30)So, He knows why He is doing what
He is doing. Now, when one is experiencing Bast, meaning Expansion, when everything flows,
then it means whatever our desires are, whatever we want to do, Allah is allowing us to do. So, it
means our will has coincided with the Will of Allah. So, these are the two Attributes of Allah that
always work interchangeably.And Allah knows best. I see in the time we are in now, it’s like the
Attribute of Allah of Qabd is taking hold of the entire Universe, because everybody can’t do what
they want to. Allah is imposing what everybody must do, and that is to remain at home and be
isolated only with Him. Allah Loves us, He wants all of us to be isolated only with Him, because it
is in this period that we would try to be with Allah and be alone with Allah. This is a time to think
about why Allah created us, why are we here, and where are we going.This is also a time to think
about why we find ourselves in this position and how we can prevent this going forward from
here. Because, remember, the Earth is something that Allah created for us. And He made us
Khulafaa’ (Vicegerents), the Overseers of the Earth. If we misuse it, sometimes then it needs to
take a break from us. So, by forcing us to leave it alone and letting it recover, then we can go
back. Like Shaykh Baye (HA) always used to say, “When the rider of a horse keeps riding the
horse without break, always either the horse will get tired and collapse or even the rider will get
tired and collapse.” So, the two have a symbiotic relationship. Even us and the Earth have a
symbiotic relationship. If we keep damaging the environment, or damaging ourselves, there
comes a point when the Earth says, “You know what? I’m just tired” and then we find ourselves in
situations like the one we are in.But we know that this situation is nothing but Mercy, because
Allah only wants us to return to Him. That’s why He says, “Allah contracts and He expands, and
to Him you shall return.”So, He is hoping that we should return back to Him. Rasulullah (SAW)
also says in a Hadith:Don’t make your homes as graveyards. (Jaami’ At Tirmidhi)How do you
make your homes into graveyards? Meaning you don’t do any form of ‘Ibadah (Worship), no
Dhikr, no reading Qur’an, no making Salaah in there. So, this is an opportunity not to make our
homes as graveyards. We should look at this positively like that. That even though we are in this
lockdown, at least through all of the Prayers that we make [at home while the Masjids are
closed], we are fulfilling the desire of Rasulullah (SAW) by Praying at home and not making our
homes as graveyards. So, we should try to keep that in mind, that this is an opportunity to make
our homes places in which we also Remember Allah, but not just to come and sleep and go
away as if they are hotels. So, it must remind you that this is a place where you also worship
Allah.Also, by Praying a lot at home, it makes the home a very special place. Like Shaykh
Ibrahim (RA) has mentioned, a Hadith of the Prophet (SAW) where he said:Ramadan in
Madinah is better than a thousand Ramadans observed elsewhere. And Jum’ah (Friday
congregational Prayer) in Madinah is better than a thousand Jum’ahs observed elsewhere.



(Sahih Al Bayhaqi)Why? Why are those lands so special? Because these lands are the lands
that were populated by the best of the people, and lots of ‘Ibadah of Allah has been made there
by people from all over the world. That’s what makes those lands special. So, a land will become
special because it’s used to worship Allah. So, if your home is used to worship Allah, that home
also becomes special. So, we have high hopes that Allah makes our homes special and that
even outside of this Covid-19 pandemic they become special places. So, we should try to keep
that in mind.So, we ask Allah to give us the opportunity to focus on our duties as Muslims. Our
duties are to observe the Fast, and establish the Salaah, and also to look out for all those who
might be in need. Because all of the Hadith that the Prophet (SAW) gave on this last day of
Sha’baan points to those three things: to fulfil the rights of Allah—Fast and establish the Salaah
in the night, and to look out for the needy people. Especially in this Covid-19 pandemic, where
most people might need more assistance. So, this Ramadan is not a normal Ramadan, it’s an
opportunity to see how can we help those that might be in need. And also, while we are doing
that, because we all are observing I’tikaaf (Seclusion) by force [laughter from Shaykh
Muhammad], we try to be with Allah all of the time.So, I would like to close by mentioning how
important Ramadan is. Imaam Al Ghazali (RA) mentioned in Ihyaa’ ‘Ulum Ad Deen that the
Prophet (SAW) said:Fasting for one day in a sacred month is better than Fasting for thirty days in
a non-sacred month. And Fasting one day in Ramadan is more virtuous than Fasting for thirty
days in a sacred month. (Hadith referenced in SOURCE 3) So, this indicates how
important the month of Ramadan is. So, let us all try and take it accordingly.May Allah (SWT)
give us the Tawfeeq (Ability) and protect all of us and all of you from all these calamities and
challenges that are out there. May Allah give us all the sustenance that we need—what we know
that we need and what we don’t know that we need. And that which He knows that we need, but
we don’t say it, may Allah give us also that. And may He protect us from all calamities—what we
know from these calamities and what we don’t know from these calamities. And that which we
don’t know is a calamity, and He Knows is a calamity, may Allah also protect us from it. And may
He improve our conditions. And may Allah lift up this challenge that has dawned upon mankind,
and may He have Mercy upon all of us. And may He keep us upon the Way of Rasulullah (SAW).
And may He bless and protect all of the Shuyukh (plural of Shaykh, literally “old man” or
“elder.” Righteous scholars who serve as leaders and guides to Seekers), especially our
Shuyukh: Shaykh Baye (HA), Shaykh Imaam Hasan Cisse (RA) [of Senegal, grandson of
Shaykh Ibrahim (RA) who was a leading Shaykh of the Tariqah Tijaniyyah], Shaykh Ibrahim
(RA), and Sayyiduna Shaykh Ahmad Tijani (RA) [of Morocco, the founding Shaykh of the
Tariqah Tijaniyyah]. May He keep us on their footsteps, which has always been the Way of
Rasulullah (SAW). And we ask Him to raise us on Yawm Al Qiyaamah with all of them.(Closing
Du’a and Greeting)SOURCESThe Holy Qur’anVarious Ahadith of Prophet Muhammad (SAW)
found in books of Hadith including the collections of:(Sahih Ibn Khuzaymah)-Imaam Abu Bakr
Muhammad ibn Ishaq ibn Khuzaymah(Musnad Al Bazzaar)-Imaam Al Hafiz Abu Bakr Ahmad Al
Bazzaar(Sahih Al Bukhari)-Imaam Abu ‘Abdullah Muhammad ibn Isma’eel Al Bukhari(Sahih Al



Bayhaqi)-Imaam Ahmad ibn Husayn Al Bayhaqi(Jaami’ At Tirmidhi)-Imaam Abu ‘Isa Muhammad
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